1982 honda civic wagon

The second generation Honda Civic debuted in June with a more angular shape, increased
engine power, and larger dimensions in all models. The design was closer aligned to its larger
sister, the Accord and the car was generally more comfortable and sophisticated than the first
generation Honda Civic. The wheelbase now measured In some countries the cc EB1 or EN3
engines were still available as a base version. Three transmissions were offered: a four-speed
manual on base models , a five-speed manual, a two-speed Hondamatic , and then from a
three-speed automatic. The latter featured a five-speed manual transmission, partial cloth seats,
carpet, rear window defroster, intermittent wipers, and a cigarette lighter. The Civic wagon was
available only with the engine in a trim similar to the DX hatchback. The engineâ€”still capable
of using leaded gasolineâ€”was not available in California and high-altitude areas of the United
States. In September , for model year , a three-box four-door sedan debuted, as did a
three-speed automatic transmission that replaced the aging two-speed unit fitted to the first
generation Civic. The four-door was also marketed as the Honda Ballade in the Japanese
domestic market. A minor facelift arrived in late In early , another facelift added larger plastic
bumpers, a new grille and rectangular headlights. An upscale Civic-based five-door hatchback
arrived, called the Honda Quint in Japan. It was marketed at a Japanese dealership sales
channel called Honda Verno along with the Honda Ballade , a high luxury model based on the
Civic sedan. A restyled saloon version of this model was also sold, badged as the Ballade. This
model was also made under licence by British Leyland , badged as the Triumph Acclaim ,
featuring new front and rear styling, as well as a revised interior. In , new grade called "CX-S"
was added to the line up, this model was available with sunroof. This model has a red accent
encircled the "CX-S" and set it apart from other Civics as well as a black grille and blackout
paint around the window frames. In , appeared another sport model for overseas with "S"
badge, this has similar appearance like the Japanese "CX-S". This model was powered with two
different engines. The twin carburettors were similar to the design used by the RS models of the
mids, using the same intake manifold , however Honda updated the configuration by fitting twin
velocity stacks to help increase bottom-end and mid-range response. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Main article: Honda Civic. Motor vehicle. Retrieved Archived from the original on
Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia
Racing Team. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Honda Civic 3-door hatchback facelift.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Honda Civic first generation. Honda Civic third generation.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Civic Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio
Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG.
Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe.
CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord
Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station
wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV.
Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey
RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Pro. Partner Van. What might that be worth? Fortunately for the
seller of the rare manual-equipped edition we looked at, the former seemed to be in full force in
those comments. With its Mercedes underpants and flamboyant bodywork, that Crossfire was
definitely a car designed to stand out. What if your advocation was robbing banks or as an
international spy ring secret agent? I mean, just take it all in. What it is, is a brown compact
station wagon that if you look closely enough you will find also sports a five-speed manual
transmission. For that fact alone, this Civic will stand out. It does check a lot of the right boxes
for our present needs. It comes with a modest K on the clock and no egregious bodywork
issues apparent in the pictures. Silver-painted steel wheels underpin and both they and their
Kumho tires appear to have seen better days. The brown color scheme is carried on to the
interior, which features vinyl everywhere broken only by the crew-cut mouse fur on the seating
inserts. This is a four-seater with a tray between the rear squabs and below the fold-down
backrest and only two sets of rear belts. That makes this car a summer sweater. That likely
explains to some extent the nice condition. This looks to be a great little commuter or just
putting around town car and would get excellent mileage whilst doing so. That kind of limits its
usefulness and appeal to all but the most hearty or curmudgeonly of users. On the plus side,
the title is clean andâ€¦ oh my god, did you look at that brown paint and long-roof body? Or,
brown or no, is that just too much green? Seattle, WA Craigslist , or go here if the ad
disappears. Hit me up at rob jalopnik. Remember to include your Kinja handle. Rob Emslie is a
contributing writer for Jalopnik. He has too many cars, and not enough time to work on them all.
This is a work of art and a thing of beauty, but for that kind of money you could buy a car. The

A. Nice Price Or No Dice. Rob Emslie. You decide! Prev Next View All. Rob Emslie Posts Twitter.
Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. The introduction of the Civic FE fuel economy
model thrilled some who wanted more than the standard 40 mpg that most Civics delivered. It
was the same basic '82 Civic but the 1. You can still see these old Civics on the road â€” and
usually their drivers are smiling â€” as well they should given the car's consistent reliability and
driving economy. Honda has certainly received a loyal following. I need to fill it???? Brian So.
Seyfettin cheap repairs and parts. When i got the car, it didn't have a carb on it so I'm trying
figure out the vacuum lines. As of now, it revs up high as soon as i start Average user score.
Based on 5 reviews. Best Car On The Planet! Great Car by Jaffrey2. Average Appearance, But
Very Reliable! Updated Sep 1, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Honda Civic? Report
2cooltc looking for the transmission dip stick for 82 Honda wag 1. Report ackerbean Looking to
sell my 82' civic FE 5spd hatchback,needs TLC K still runs good as I overhauled the about 6yrs
ago,needs someone to apprecieate and fix the small things to be made overall good dayly
driver,outside of a few parts I'D drive to the coast no prob. Report Seyfettin cheap repairs and
parts. Have you driven a Honda Civic? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Honda Civic. Have
questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Honda Civic Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Honda Civic to Related Models. Select Year The saved listing is here for when this great looking
little bathing.. Really, the paint on the sides of the car look perfect to me. I would personally
leave it as is, at least on the exterior. The hood is really where the sun baked paint is as far as I
can see. I guess a person could try to have that matched but trying to match year old silver
paint would almost be as tough as trying to negotiate world peace. I might tackle the black
plastic bumpers and trim, though. There are hundreds of techniques and products out there to
make those look like new again, either temporarily or permanently. Or, at least until they fade
again, which they will eventually. This car was purchased a year ago from the original owner in
Oklahoma so that probably explains the faded paint and plastic trim. It sure looks great to me,
no rust is no rust is no rust! The sun has also wreaked havoc on the seats. The rear seats look
great other than the tops which have been fried like a frat boy in the lates. There are no photos
with the rear hatch open, unfortunately,but you can see that the rear portion of the back seat is
ripped and hanging down. A somewhat unusual thing is that the lighter socket appears to be
rusty. You can see from the photo of the dash that this car has AC, but I highly doubt if it still
works. I wonder if it would make it back?.. Have any of you owned a second-generation Honda
Civic? The Civic Wagon I learned to drive with had a cc. Maybe with shipping? There has to be a
better, cheaper way to get vehicles shipped! There were wagons offered here. Don't post your
car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More:
Honda. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Blueprint. Where does it say Did I miss this?
I see Scotty Gilbertson Staff. Nice wagon for yard sailing. I like it! Ya put a mast on it and yard
sail. Sadly we never got the wagon on this side of the Atlantic. Would have been nice. We got
them in Canada. BillO Staff. Yea dont think ive ever saw one in the UK. Moparmann Member.
David Miraglia. Always liked the simplicity of the first and second generation Civics and
Accords. Gay Car Nut. So do I. My favourites have always been the Civic. Lovely looking car.
Longroof Survivor: Pontiac Executive Safari. No Reserve: Chevrolet Corvette. Frequency: Daily.
Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying
Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free
View Limit Reached! Long goneâ€¦ That is what comes to mind when I think about my Honda
Civic Sedan, and for that matter, practically any Japanese car built before , here in steel-loving
Pennsylvania. This was my first car, but that was now six daily drivers ago. Seems like an
eternity already, but this was an unforgettable car. How could it be, given that I was fifteen when
I got it? And that I shut down a Trans Am with it. This picture, taken on the last day that I owned
it in , is how I remember it. The hood was sourced from a brown car, dressed primer black but
never actually pained to match. Still, with , miles on it, it had more life left in it for its new owner,
who would put another 30, miles on it before giving it to his daughter, who promptly totaled it. I
have yet to see one at the Mecum Auction, or at Barrett-Jackson. My dad originally purchased
what would become my first car, as a daily driver for himself. When he got it, Little Blue was still
wearing its original Avignon blue metallic paint with black trim complementing its black plastic
covered federal-mandated battering ram bumpers. It had the two-tone blue interior much like the
car pictured above. These cars came with novel features absent from most of the economy cars
from Detroit such a: a tachometer even though it was an auto , intermittent windshield wipers,
remote truck release, a digital clock that worked more than three years into ownership , various
storage compartments and a coin holder. The second generation Civic debuted in featuring the

familiar hatchback version, but also a station wagon, and in for the first time ever, a traditional
three-box 4-door sedan. These were the first Civics to be offered with the new optional 3 speed
automatic transaxle, replacing the Hondamatic two speed. The CVCC engine was a stratified
charge engine, or one where different intake valves are used to feed two different mixtures of air
and fuel into the combustion chamber. The CVCC head has the spark plug mounted inside a
small pre-chamber which is fed with a richer than normal mixture of fuel by a small dedicated
intake valve. This third valve received an extra rich fuel and air mixture from a smaller third
barrel of the carburetor. The spark plug ignites this rich mixture. The burning flame front then
travels through a port to the rest of the combustion chamber where it continues to burn an
extra-lean mixture in the larger part of the cylinder above the piston. From: hondahdwallpaper.
My dad essentially handed over the keys to my 82 Civic in the summer of While I really wanted a
77 Trans Am in black and gold with T-tops, I was happy to have any car to call my own. I was
quick to start personalizing my car. That is fifteen year-old me cutting a hole in the roof of my
car with a jigsaw. It was on this day that I learned a lesson about removing the headliner first,
before cutting the hole in the roof. Unfortunately, too much of the headliner was cut away in the
process, requiring double sided carpet tape to keep it in place from then on. Fortunately, I did a
far better job cutting the steel and it never did leak. Fog lights, window tint and other
accessories would be installed around that time also. But hey, I was a teenager. And teenage
boys with their cars are like teenage girls with makeup; more is always better. The sport above
was known as roof-riding. That is my friend Dominic, the world champion of roof-riding on the
roof of my Honda. I have no idea what we were thinkingâ€¦. The picture above shows the second
set of fog lights that I would install. The original set were smashed after jumping over the top of
a steep bridge near where I live today in Chester County PA. My Honda survived, mainly
because of the import tow hook loop that you see under the center of the front end protected
the transmission and oil pan from damage. The Nissan suffered a smashed transmission pan,
and bled out all of its trans fluid, and the GMC was drivable, but was bent into a banana shape
from that point on. Fortunately, we had some rope in the GMC, and we were able to tow the
Nissan out of there with the bent GMC, before any law enforcement showed up. My Honda also
often served as a test mule for experiments and other Junkyard Wars style modifications. I
would also install air conditioning myself using an aftermarket setup sourced from junkyards.
The simplicity of this car made it perfect for these projects. It even had several knockout panels
to allow easy installation of toggle switches to control the home-made AC, a watt amplifier for
my tunes, fog lights, and my home-made alarm system and kill switch setup. The car would only
start if the toggle switches were in a specific pattern. A hidden toggle switch mounted under the
rear bumper armed the alarm system which used a system of relays, a shock sensor and the
dome light circuit to activate a fire-siren mounted under the hood. Looking back now, I suppose
it makes perfect sense that I would go on to become an engineer. But cars were and are still my
passion, and this was my first car. It seemed like Honda did it differently at every turn. Be it the
way the hood opened from the back, the CVCC engine, or the cable-driven tachometer, it was
unique. It was elegantly simple; a perfect blank canvas for a kid, like me, to make more complex.
And my ever durable and loyal Honda put up with all the abuse that a teenager could throw at it
with minimal issues. Besides the routine maintenance, the only things I remember having to
replace were timing belts, a radiator, an alternator and the exhaust system a couple of times.
Time has marched on since these cars were new; is long gone. As a people, we got bigger and
we wanted more in a car. We want more gadgets, we want more power, and safety has become
more important. A new Civic or any modern compact has more than double the horsepower,
more room, all of the amenities, and weighs substantially more. The trade-off is the simplicity,
and that spritely feel that these Hondas had back then. I kept a souvenir from my car, to help me
remember Little Blue. Awesome little cars I bought a 83 5 door in red several years ago for a few
hundred for a get to work beater it was great although some of my work could be kms away I
got there in the Honda it was spared nothing and being thrashed on gravel was right up its alley
I was impressed. I wrang this thing out for about a year only stripping and rebuilding the carb
and a used starter some bog over the rust for inspection thats it not bad for a 20 year old puddle
jumper. As the father of a year-old, this idea really resonates with me!! Then check out the
Chevrolet Spark. Or get a used midsize like a Taurus or Impala that can absorb a hit if you think
the Spark is too expensive. My folks went both routes with me. My advice, based on personal
pain and experience, is to NEVER buy anything made by Daewoo in their Beupyeong factory,
which is famous for about the worst labour relations one can imagine. In fact that car comes
with hardly anything but the basics. I guess Honda was much stingier by then, having achieved
success. All Japanese automakers were also struggling to various extents with the value of the
yen relative to the dollar. The exchange rate shifts meant either raising prices or taking a big hit
in margins, sometimes both. Rust was the major enemy of these things around here. At some

point he decided he wanted better mileage so he unhooked the wastegate. And it was amazing
how slow of a turd it was. But without the turbo it was.. He swapped in a stroker instead of a
Poncho motor, and wow that was a fast car after that. Why not just have a V6 Firebird? Some
rough years for the domestics. After it had the transplanted into it from a 68 LeMans, it was a
whole different car. He wanted to keep it a Pontiac, and not do the Chevy swap, which I admire.
The only â€” and I mean only â€” way that car would move the tires is by doing a brake stand
and waiting for an overboost, then you could move them ever so slightly. Yet when the snow
fell, it made it even worse. That car was for all intents and purposes un-drive-able in the snow.
Even by crazy teenagers. After he put the in it, and kept the highway gears with posi, that thing
did utterly colossal burnouts. Parking lot filling opposite lock insane burnouts. Good story,
Carlo, thanks for some laughs. Me neither. I have a garage full of partially complete projects that
proves this point. I ultimately decided that it was better off the way Honda had it in the first
place. I have indeed pointed this out to quite a few people but they never seen to get it. Yeah,
most of the issues that I had with my Honda were all issues caused by me. And my tampering
with the carb with that stupid ram air set-up was probably the reason it went bad too. Fact is for
many situations the shade tree mechanic can do better. For the engineer with the doctorate
working at a vehicle mfg is is all about meeting what ever constraints that were handed to them
with the project. Many times that means making choices of how to save a quarter either in
material, manufacturing or assembly costs. For the company a couple of saved quarters per
unit translates to a big difference in the bottom line while for the shade tree mechanic it only
costs a quarter. I could fill a page with all the field engineering I or others have done over the
years to fix problems created by those degreed automobile engineers. This is the time of year I
work with hundreds of degreed engineers and there is nothing I love more than a bunch of high
school kids or me a mechanic showing them up. The carb required for the CVCC is fairly
complex for a non-electronically controlled carb and do need skilled care an maintenance over
the long run. I am an engineer, but was a mechanic before going back to school. But be it cars
or remediation systems, I prefer to work with knowledgeable technicians because it makes my
job as an engineer so much easier. I was lucky enough to work with a couple truly great
mechanics and field technicians over the years, and I can honestly say that I learned more from
these people than I ever did in school. It seems to me like these people are getting harder to
find. I see this all over. My best friend of all time was such a man, a unique individual who could,
and did, work on everything from small displacement motorcycles to tank engines. This from a
man who had zero training other than manuals and experience. He gobbled up tech journals on
loads of subjects, including deep sea diving, machining, assembly methods, factory systems,
you name it. He passed a few years ago and there will never be a man like him again. Of course,
Eric, you are correct. On the whole, however, the past couple of decades have made for much
better automobiles of all brands so I do in fact feel that the engineers have for the most part
done a good job. Modern production techniques have given us really good cars at historically
low prices. The carbs on these things are remarkably simple for me, but NZ market cars did not
have the plumbers nightmare of pollution equipment the US model had. I looked in a shop
manual and was appalled at what they did to it the vacuum losses mustve been incredible. Great
story! It was a very high quality car compared to anything made in the USA at the time. No
wonder that Hondas were selling as fast or faster than the dealers could get them. All the s were
4-speeds with inch wheels. The car had one valuable option â€” a right-side rear view mirror. I
still have the Honda shop manual, with the drawing of the car with hood vents on the cover,
crudely altered to show rectangular headlamps. It taught me the value of agility over brute force.
One should take such things into account when comparing cost of operation; a lower tolerable
fuel grade is as good as higher MPG. BTW, the wagon was available then as well. I think they
remedied that in the next generation. Very good point about the leaded fuel at the time. When I
was of driving age, leaded gas was pretty well phased out, but there were cars that I passed on
because of the need for premium fuel. This generation was easy to work on. Timing belt was
easy, oil filter was right on the front of the engine, as were the spark plugs in clear view the
intake and exhaust manifolds were on the back. The only think complex was the 3 barrel carb
and all of emissions controls which were a labyrinth of vacuum hoses. In about I was working at
a shop and a customer brought his then pretty new Civic in for an oil change. Now I was very
familar with the original Civic and its vacuum computer, having done countless head gaskets,
tune ups, and engine replacements. This new one blew me away as I looked at the diagram and
found that the total number of vacuum circuits was No wonder Ford walked away from the
CVCC venture and told Honda they could keep all the patents, then later axed the deal for the 81
Escort to be use the same drivetrain. Sure the cost of the catalyst was saved but the resulting
3bbl carb, vacuum computer and miles of hose more than ate up the savings. Probably it all
stayed attached to the carb and intake. They are usually oil-burners from that point on. A friend

had a CRX that was like a mosquito sprayer with the amount of oil it burned after it was
overheated and had the head gasket done. These cars are great in gas and I will never changed
them for a new one because mine still are new. AFAIK, it worked the same way except without a
pre-combustion chamber at the auxiliary valve. Most still used the 3bbl carb, some were even
EFI â€” but the most frightening take on this setup was the Prelude 1. In the case of the
fuel-injected versions, they were nearly identical. It came in three flavors in the US anyway â€”
there was the single 3bbl carb 2. The other two were seemingly indestructible. From a quick
look at my old Chilton manual it looks like the Civics from that era did as well. I have a in my
Garage since and am thinking of selling it. I live in Southern California. It is in fair condition and
was last run in What might be a fair market value? My email is rashidaj msn. Carlo, fantastic
write up about a great car. I love that you put all those photos in there as well â€” makes you
feel how it was for you as your time progressed with your blue Civic. I think it was a simpler
time back then â€” today we have become spoiled and require so much more for a car to be
considered great. These early Hondas were just that, great simple vehicles that were by leaps
and bounds ahead of anything from the U. I owned a gold Prelude for about two years before it
was sadly totaled by a lady running a red light in a new Cavalier on my way home from college.
What a great car that Prelude was. It was a car that was amazingly far ahead of its time. I wish I
had it today! Excellent story Carlo. And then there was collegeâ€¦. A very nice write up there
Carlo. My wife and I bought a used Civic hatchback in late It was our first Honda and it went
across the country twice. What a ride. Over the years, Honda automobiles have changed quite a
bit, so have I. And yet, to this day, we always have at least one Honda in the garage. Thanks
again for the comments all. I will share more stories as I can get to them. All of them seemed to
make sense at the time and most of them have a story to tell. I still have mine in great condition.
Great story. Now I am going to have to try and figure out what I did with all the pics of my first
car and put something together! Shame they veered away from those strengths with misshapen
blobs like the current Civic. And bring back the 2 door S Hatchback! Great writeup on a great
car, this brought back a lot of memories for me. They were idiosyncratic, extremely high-quality
and begged to be driven hard. I still have the original window sticker and brochure for both
cars. By the way, my Civic got about the same overall mileage as our current 2nd gen Prius.
And airbags, ABS, etc. But modern cars have gotten so heavy it saps not just economy, but
driving fun. And most manufacturers compensate with even more horsepower and gadgets.
Surprisingly, a fair number are factory correct, which is not the case with the Datsun Z
contingent. I have great affection for Civics of this vintage. Thing that was similar was that the
studebaker flathead six was too slow to get in trouble and really simple to fix. By the 82 MY I
was into trucks and an old married guy. Great article, I grew up around the same time as you,
and me and my friends all did so much crazy stupid crap with cars it is a wonder I am alive.
Roof riding brought back memories, yeah we did something like that too. Carlo, your piece was
a wonderful Sunday read. I never had any firsthand experience with a Civic of this generation,
but I think I would have liked it. There was nothing wrong with either of them that a stick shift
would not have cured, and both were fun drivers. Love this piece â€” takes me right back to my
adolescence when this car was new. It has K miles and lived most of its life either in California
or a garage. Last fall, I brought it to a local classic car show and it was the ONLY Japanese car
there and one of the few cars period post That said, I got more comments than I expected about
it. I know the Japanese nostalgic car show has taken off in CA. Here in mid-America, there are
far fewer models left around, given the rust issues. I do believe, though, that these models are
the classic car showpieces of the future. In the meantime, I am relishing the first warm days
when I can take out the Prelude, open the huge sunroof and let the sunshine in. Great looking
car! I like the looks of your red one far more. One day in the spring of , an elderly gent ran a stop
sign and I t-boned him, ending the life of the Buick fortunately not ending his life. I went car
shopping and I really liked the Civic that was available that summer. I actually tried to
cost-justify it based on the gas mileage. It only had 65,mi on it even though it looked tired. After
a replacement radiator, it drove great. Ah yes, I was 15 in too. Some frightening things were
done when we were young! She was the second owner, my Dad was a Honda dealer mechanic
and had serviced it from new. My sister loved it â€” it was zippy and practical. She crashed it
twice. The first time it was repaired; the second time it was spun into a roadside drainage ditch
and twisted lengthways it ended up shaped like a trapezoid. The LH driveshaft was ripped clean
out of the engine, and the engine was rammed hard into the firewall. And yet it still ran like
clockworkâ€¦. I have the almost exact same blue 82 accord just rebuilt the top end including the
last 10 new head bolts known to exist by Honda in rust free all original condition about a 7 out
of 10 thank you for your heart blog makes me want to keep it forever will upload pics soon. I
bought a 82 FE Hatchback 5 spd man brand new. No ac. Rated 53 mpg hwy in Ca. It was a great
commuter car for my wife and I would run it hard as I could when I was driving it. We made

several mile trips up north on 9. A single tank held 10 gallons. Brings back memories. Newly
married, my wife needed a car and we wanted a Honda. You paid over sticker and went on a
waiting list. Color â€” you got what came in. Ours was brown with 5 speed manual. The thing I
remember about that car was how well it tracked and handled. I had an awful Datsun that
wandered all over the highway. The Civic we used to say tracked like it was on railroad tracks.
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